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Backpack pump vft 20l.
Comfort and versatility under the harshest conditions.
The ergonomic Vallfirest water backpack pump for forest firefighting is a step forward in 
professional and ergonomic equipment. This equipment offers higher performance and greater 
operational capacity for firefighting crews, which work with backpacks and hand tools at the 
same time.

> Easy-to-fill: a larger filling cap with a built-in filter.
> Two loading handles: For easier filling at outdoor water points.
> High visibility: Reflectors integrated throughout the design.
> Velcro straps on the side for the hand pump.
> Velcro straps on the back to carry tools.
> Padded straps on the shoulders and waist for more comfort.
> An Alice Clip system to personalize the belt.
> Rear compartment: ideal for storing supplies, small tools or the Xtreme Shelter fireproof tent.

SPECIFICATIONS

Dimensions 62 x 48 x 5 cm.
Weight 2,54 kg.
Canvas Tank  PVC
Water tank capacity 20 l.
Backpack fabric Cordura 1000
Pack weight 1,48 kg.
Hand pump lenght 67 cm.
Hand pump weight 1,06 kg.
Hose lenght 1 m.
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1. Doble piston hand pump
The doble piston hand pump provides a straight stream flow in both the reverse and attack positions. A simple twist of 
the nozzle tip adjusts the flow from fog to straight jet. The handle is designed with an ergonomic shape for easier use of 
the nozzle and to prevent friction and blows to the hand during use.

SPECIFICATIONS

_ Made of nickel-plated brass.
_Flow 8 l/min.
_Rapid pattern selection.
_Reach up to 12 m.
_Focused long range jet position
_Attack cone position

2. Fireline tools
The rear fixing system on the Backpack pump vft 20l. means it can carry almost any type of manual tools. This all-new 
system can combine the use of water with manual tools.

Ergonomic handle

2.1. Fire swatters 2.2. Pulaski and Dragonslayer
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Load 
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Connection
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Backpack cover vft 20l.   BVB0101-P010A

Canvas tank    BVB0101-P020A

Double piston Hand pump   BVB0101-P030A

Canvas tank cap    BVB0101-P040A

Water filter    BVB0101-P050A

Cap spacer    BVB0101-P060A

Screwed bushing    BVB0101-P070A

Stopper screw nut    BVB0101-P080A

O-ring stopper    BVB0101-P090A

Cap flat seal    BVB0101-P100A

Cap plastic flat seal    BVB0101-P110A

1m Rylkhor Hose    BVB0101-P140A

360 coupling system    BVB0101-P130A

Bushing bolt 1/4”x26    ZEZ0901-00001

nushing nut 1/4”    ZEZ0901-00002

bushing washer 30x13.5x2   ZEZ0901-00003

Two ear clip 14/17    ZEZ0801-00003

We have all the backpack pump spare parts in stock for any repairs or replacement,
Contact: info@vallfirest.com | T. +34 938 678 779
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3. Spare parts
Multiple spare parts available.
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